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Introduction 
 
 A major challenge facing libraries is how to make the best decisions regarding retention of 
journals to support the mission of our institutions.  With the escalating cost of journals and the high rate 
of increase of current journal subscriptions, it sometimes becomes necessary for institutions to look for 
cost-efficient ways to supply the information to their clientele.  According to Library Journal (Library 
Journal, 2013), the average cost for chemistry journals (n=241), in 2011, 2012 and 2013 was $4,054, 
$4,245 and $4,450 respectively), which corresponds to an increase of 5 percent in 2012 and 2013. Our 
subscription rate increases for these years are very similar. 
 
 The common way that libraries have looked to reduce the overall subscription cost is to find 
some balance between just-in-case subscriptions vs just-in-time delivery of items.  Deciding on which 
titles to subscribe to and which to make available using article delivery is not always a straight-forward 
and easy task.  This process requires continuous monitoring, assessment and feedback to help an 
institution continue to subscribe to the most useful journals. Institutions of higher learning are obligated 
to provide core titles in specific disciplines to support their programs, research interests and student 
needs. This is sometimes accomplished irrespective of the cost of the titles. In some cases, however, 
funds may not be available to subscribe to all the titles.  In those cases, evidence-based decision 
becomes necessary to justify collection retention decisions.  
 
 Evidence-based collection decisions will help in the decision making process to identify the core 
titles for a discipline that an institution may wish to continue to subscribe to.  At the same time, it will 
help to isolate the scatter of titles that are candidates for just-in-time delivery that may be more 
economical and efficient to get via the delivery-on-demand method.  
 
 In addition, evidence-based collection decisions should help librarians study and understand the 
research publication characteristics of their users. If done properly, this process should identify the 
researchers/faculty at our institutions who publish papers, what they publish, where they publish, with 
whom they publish and what resources they are using in their publications.  If we are able to glean this 
information regarding our institution’s research efforts on a regular basis, we should be able in good 
faith to focus our collection development efforts and justify our funds allocation and purchasing 
decisions.  
 
 In many areas in science and technology, most subscription titles are now electronic; therefore 
COUNTER (Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic Resources) data may now be available for 
most of the titles. COUNTER provides a method by which the information usage across vendors is 



 

recorded in a consistent way.  “The COUNTER Code of Practice provides guidance on data elements to 
be measured, definitions of these data elements, output report content and format, as well as on data 
processing and auditing. To have their usage statistics and reports designated COUNTER –compliant, 
vendors must provide usage statistics that conform to the Code of Practice” (COUNTER Online Metrics, 

2014). Release 4 of the COUNTER Code of Practice for e-Resources was published in April 2012 with a 
deadline December 31, 2013 as the deadline date for implementation.  Section 4 of the COUNTER Online 
Metrics lists the elements that are included in the COUNTER Usage Report.  
 

Problems with Relying on COUNTER Data Only to Make Decisions 

  COUNTER 4 data allows for the collection of vendor-generated usage and is consistent across 
different vendors and types of information. This quantitative data can facilitate comparison of usage of 
resources across vendors, types of material, etc. However, data supplied by vendors are only one piece 
of the pie and do not often reflect the nature and the impact of the information retrieved.  A title or a 
particular paper could be clicked for a variety of reasons, which each time will register as a view or use.  
For example, in demonstrating the elements of a journal to an undergraduate class, a professor might 
give students an assignment to peruse a journal article relating to the class discussion. The student 
searches, finds several potential articles to browse, opens them, but does not read some of them as 
they turn out to be not useful.  These articles register as use, when in fact they have never been used in 
any meaningful way.  
 
 In another example, a professor teaching a class may assign a class of 600 students to read two 
papers on the topic.  These students may opt not to print the paper but read it online, visiting the same 
site several times to read the paper.  This inflates the statistics for that journal.  Essentially only two 
articles were used from this title but it may record more than 600 uses. 
 
 In library instruction sessions, I use a journal article as a starting point to demonstrate the 
difference between a journal article (serial publications) and other types of publications, mainly 
monographs and books.  In my blended instruction sessions, students are required to find the full-text of 
an article starting from an assigned reference. They follow the journal citation information to find the 
paper and then to open it as a way of demonstrating their understanding of how to retrieve the full-text 
of a journal article.  Over 2000 students attend these classes every year.  Doing this exercise in class, 
while being a useful learning experience for the students, the articles that are retrieved are not used for 
its content.  This action artificially inflates the use of the particular journals. These examples show that if 
the COUNTER statistics are the only decision point used for cancellation decisions based on cost/use, 
they may not always provide the best information for decision relating to the core titles for a particular 
subject.   
 

Other Methods Used for Evaluation of the Chemistry and 

Biochemistry Journals at the University of Arkansas 
 
 Even though many journals are electronic, often times, we do not have comprehensive holdings 
in this format.  Our University provides articles on demand from our print holdings housed in any of the 
libraries on campus and in remote storage.  These articles are scanned and delivered to users via the 
Interlibrary Loan system.  Each of these transactions is recorded in our data farm as a use made of the 
journal. Also, the barcodes of print journal volumes that are used in house are scanned on a regular 



 

basis via Sierra, our online catalogue in-use module. At the end of the year, these are transferred into 
our data farm.  Also, when an article is ordered from the back files of a journal currently subscribed 
through Interlibrary Loan, this information is also recorded in our data farm. See example for the 
elements recorded in our data farm in Tables 1.  Our library is in the process of transitioning to use 
Serials Solutions 360 Counter to track some usage data for our online databases and journals.  
 
Table 1:  Elements of the University of Arkansas Libraries Data Farm 

 
 

 As shown in Table 2, data to make decisions regarding retention are kept for many years.  
Before decisions are made on retention of journals, it is important to understand the users and the 
characteristics of the serial publications in the area under study. In particular, how many of the 
researchers recommend that the library subscribes to a particular journal, which are the top ranked 
journals in the area and how these fit within the focus of the area, and who else outside of the particular 
area may-be using the journals. 
 
 Using multiple-year data is also an important consideration in the decision-making process.  If 
we consider, as examples, that when new graduate students arrived or when there is a shift in research 
area emphasis, thorough literature searches and intense browsing of the literature result in more 
articles being retrieved from specific journals at the beginning of a new project and in a particular year.  
Once the articles are identified and the research focus is decided, there may not be the need for such a 
thorough search in the next year, so for the following year, the use of the journal(s) may have declined.  
If only one-year data is used in the decision making process, this may result in an important journal 
being targeted for cancellation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Table 2: University of Arkansas Libraries Data Farm: Journals 

     
 
 
 Table 3 shows the typical information for journals gathered for a particular year, 2012.  This data 
allows us to quickly identify journals by publishers, platform used and their total full-text use.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Table 3: Example of Journal Data 

 
 
 For an individual title, such as the Journal of the American Chemical Society, our data goes back 
to 2002 and include other important information such as times cited by the faculty and the number of 
times the faculty published in this particular journal.  See table 4 for a snapshot of this data. 
 
Table 4: Journal Use Report 

 
 

  Even though all of the foregoing data identify the journals that are being read online and can 
provide a measure of use, they do not provide us with information about the serials that are actually 
being used in any meaningful way.  To provide data on what is actually being used requires the 

ISSN: 0002-7863

Years Cited by UA Faculty

2004-2006 772

2007-2008 330

2009-2010 Provider ISSN EISSN Total

Journal of the American Chemical Society ACS Publications 0002-7863 1520-5126 7407

Journal of the American Chemical Society ACS Publications (Archive) 0002-7863 1520-5126 1130

2011-2012 Provider ISSN EISSN Total

Journal of the American Chemical Society ACS Archives 0002-7863 1520-5126 1170

Journal of the American Chemical Society ACS Publications 0002-7863 1520-5126 6652

2012-2013 Provider ISSN EISSN Total

Journal of the American Chemical Society ACS Publications 0002-7863 1520-5126 6888

Online Use: Articles Downloaded

Table 4: Journal Use Report 

Citation Data



 

identification of how many times the faculty and researchers from an institution are publishing in 
specific journals as well as identifying through citation studies the number of times specific journals and 
other publications have been cited in their publications, grants, patents, presentations, etc.   The latter 
is a tedious process, but this information is necessary if good decisions are to be made regarding 
retention of journals. 

 

Putting the Data Together 

 
 The basic starting point for making collection decisions is to include information that should 
allow for quantitative and as well as qualitative measures to assess each of the journal titles.  As is 
presented in Table 5 for a hypothetical institution, it may include the Journal title, the current cost, the 
COUNTER data for the current year, the Journal Citation Report (JCR) category, the rank of the journal in 
that category, the impact factor, the number of faculty/researchers who are in this area and who read 
this journal on a regular basis, or have expressed interest in keeping the subscription (if possible keeping 
faculty/researchers names on file will allow for easy consultation and review of the titles),  and the 
number of graduate students who are expected to use these journals.  
 
 
Table 5:  Hypothetical Case -- Chemistry and Biochemistry Journals for a Dummy Institution  

 

  
 Incorporating the citation data and the number of faculty/research publications (as shown in 
Table 6) may not make a significant difference in the total use, but it will enable a more balanced view of 
each journal and its importance to a particular program. The Total Use column is the sum of the 
COUNTER E-Journal use data as well as the number of citations from faculty publications (papers, books, 
patents) (Univ. Cites) and the number of faculty publications (Univ. Pubs) for 2013. It is assumed that the 
COUNTER E-Journal use data, Univ. Cites and Univ. Pubs. are not in the same one-to-one relationship.   
Therefore, the Univ. Cites and Univ. Pubs columns have been multiplied by 5 to give the Weighted Total 
Use.  Other data that are useful to incorporate include the Interlibrary Loan data for articles from the 
back file of a currently subscribed journal as well as circulation check outs and in house uses of bound 
issues of a particular journal. These have not been incorporated in these tables. 
 

 

Journal Title
Cost $         

2013

 FY 2013 

EJournalUse

Cost / 

Use
JCR Cateogry

JCR Rank 

in 

Impact 

Factor

Faculty 

Intersted

No of 

Grad 

ACS nano 654.90 2233 $0.29 CHEMISTRY, MULTIDISCIPLINARY 9 of 152 12.062 6 25

The Journal of biological chemistry 3054.90 3826 $0.80 BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY62 of 290 4.651 7 20

Nano letters 1701.38 2427 $0.70 CHEMISTRY, MULTIDISCIPLINARY 8 of 152 13.025 6 25

Small 909.74 444 $2.05 CHEMISTRY, MULTIDISCIPLINARY 15 of 152 7.823 6 25

Angewandte Chemie 4877.93 3065 $1.59 CHEMISTRY, MULTIDISCIPLINARY 7 of 152 13.734 25 50

Protein expression and purification 1106.21 234 $4.73 BIOCHEMICAL RESEARCH METHODS 60 of 75 1.429 10 22

Nature materials 4448.00 287 $15.50 CHEMISTRY, PHYSICAL 1 of 135 35.749 30 50

Synlett 2274.60 341 $6.67 CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC 21 of 57 2.655 4 10

Biochemical and biophysical research 

communications 8968.31 699 $12.83 BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY181 of 290 2.406 10 22

The Journal of biochemistry 563.04 49 $11.49 BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY154 of 290 2.719 10 22

Nature chemistry 5509.00 902 $6.11 CHEMISTRY, MULTIDISCIPLINARY 3 of 152 21.757 25 50

Protein science 2097.06 286 $7.33 BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY150 of 290 2.735 10 22

The Biochemical journal 5031.00 342 $14.71 BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY61 of 290 4.654 10 22

Analytica chimica acta 12569.13 546 $23.02 CHEMISTRY, ANALYTICAL 7 of 75 4.387 6 12

Trends in analytical chemistry : TrAC 2374.98 171 $13.89 CHEMISTRY, ANALYTICAL 2 of 75 6.351 6 12



 

Table 6: Hypothetical Case -- Chemistry and Biochemistry Journals for a Dummy Institution – 
Weighted Total Use 

Title 
FY 2013 

EJournalUse 

CY 2013  
Univ 
Cites 

CY 
2013 
Univ 
Pub 

Total 
Use 

Weighted 
Total Use 

ACS Nano 2233 58 3 2294 2538 

The Journal of Biological Chemistry 3826 139 6 3971 4551 

Nano Letters 2427 146 2 2575 3167 

Small 444 14 1 459 519 

Angewandte Chemie 3065 69 0 3134 3410 

Protein Expression and Purification 234 0 0 234 234 

Nature Materials 287 80 1 368 692 

Synlett 341 1 0 342 346 

Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications 699 36 6 741 909 

The Journal of Biochemistry 49 2 0 51 59 

Nature Chemistry 902 5 0 907 927 

Protein Science 286 9 0 295 331 

The Biochemical Journal 342 17 0 359 427 

Analytica Chimica Acta 546 15 0 561 621 

Trends in Analytical Chemistry : TrAC 171 5 0 176 196 

 
 
 Even though it may appear as if the additional information does not make a significant 
difference in the numbers, Table 7 shows that the percent difference in cost per use in some cases is 
substantial using only one year of data.   
 

 



 

Table 7: Hypothetical Case -- Chemistry and Biochemistry Journals for a Dummy Institution – Cost Per 
Use  -- COUNTER vs Weighted Total Use

 
 

It is also problematic to use COUNTER E-Journal Use data for only one year to decide whether to 
retain a journal.  Researchers use information for a variety of reasons.  Some will regularly browse a 
particular journal to keep abreast of developments in the field, others may be starting a new research or 
a different slant in their own research and need to do comprehensive searches that will necessitate 
retrieving and reading several papers during a particular year, and once this is done, they may not need 
to do as exhaustive searches or to read many papers for the next year since they have already gathered 
most of the information they need to start.  They may also be writing a large grant in one year requiring 
members of their research  group to read several papers in their field in that particular year.  Studying 
the use of a journal over a period of years will give a better picture of the use of the journal and the 
importance it may have to a particular research area.  

 

Web of Science to Extract Data 

  Databases such as SciFinder, Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar are among the top 
databases in the area of science and technology that provide the references that are cited by the 
publications they index, when available.  Using the Web of Science database, the procedures related to 
a method of extracting, recording and manipulating  information about a department’s publication (and 
by extension at university’s publication)  that could be used in conjunction with other elements to 
decide on serial retention and selection deliberations.  The Web of Science database does not index all 
types of material and all journals, so the information extracted will not be comprehensive. However, it is 
one piece of the pie and an opportunity to easily extract a large core of relevant material with which to 
work.  These can then be supplemented with material from other relevant databases. 

 
 

Title
Cost $        

2013

Cost$ / 

Use

Cost$ / 

Total Use

Cost$ / 

Weighted 

Total Use

Diff in cost: 

Cost/Use - 

Weighted 

Cost

% 

Difference 

in cost

ACS nano 654.90 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.04 12.02%

The Journal of biological chemistry 3,054.90 0.80 0.77 0.67 0.13 15.93%

Nano letters 1,701.38 0.70 0.66 0.54 0.16 23.37%

Small 909.74 2.05 1.98 1.75 0.30 14.45%

Angewandte Chemie 4,877.93 1.59 1.56 1.43 0.16 10.12%

Protein expression and purification 1,106.21 4.73 4.73 4.73 0.00 0.00%

Nature materials 4,448.00 15.50 12.09 6.43 9.07 58.53%

Synlett 2,274.60 6.67 6.65 6.57 0.10 1.45%

Biochemical and biophysical research 

communications 8,968.31 12.83 12.10 9.87 2.96 23.10%

The Journal of biochemistry 563.04 11.49 11.04 9.54 1.95 16.95%

Nature chemistry 5,509.00 6.11 6.07 5.94 0.16 2.70%

Protein science 2,097.06 7.33 7.11 6.34 1.00 13.60%

The Biochemical journal 5,031.00 14.71 14.01 11.78 2.93 19.91%

Analytica chimica acta 12,569.13 23.02 22.40 20.24 2.78 12.08%

Trends in analytical chemistry : TrAC 2,374.98 13.89 13.49 12.12 1.77 12.76%



 

Procedure 
 
 In the Web of Science Basic Search screen, select the field Organizations – Enhanced from the 
pull-down menu next to the search field, then click on Select from Index,  type in University of Arkansas, 
for an example,  and click on Find.  Browse for the relevant entry to find the appropriate one(s), in this 
example, University of Arkansas Fayetteville.  Click on Add and then OK to bring the entry in the search 
box; click on Search.  On the left of the screen, select the appropriate sections (clicking on more 
options/values if necessary) related to chemistry and biochemistry and click on Refine.  The results of 
this search after the relevant categories have been incorporated are shown in Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1: Selecting and Adding Records to the Marked List - Permission Granted: Thomson Reuters 

 

 The records to be exported would have to be selected individually or one page at a time 
(consisting of 50 records each).  These are then saved by clicking on Add to the Marked List (as shown 
by the arrow), with a maximum of 500 records saved.  Unfortunately, one cannot select a range of 
records one may wish to export all at once.  
 
 Clicking on the Marked List will open another screen (see Fig. 2) to select the records (out of a 
maximum of 500) and the required fields to export.  It is advisable to select all the fields but the 
minimum fields that would be required for this analysis are the author, title, source, and cited 
references. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Fig. 2: Selecting the Records and Fields to Export --   (Permission Granted: Thomson Reuters) 

  

 
Selecting Save to Other File Formats in Fig. 2 will open a menu to send the file in Tab-delimited (Win) 
format (See Fig. 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Fig. 3. Choosing Tab-delimited Format for Records 
 

 
 

Select Tab-delimited (Win), click on send. The program will allow to either open the file with Notepad or 
to save it.  Select open with Notepad (default) to continue. Results of this can be seen in Figure 4.  
 
Fig. 4: Example of File Export to Notepad 

 
 
Save the Notepad file as a text file.  It will be saved with as Savedrecs.txt. 
Import the Savedrecs.txt file into an excel spreadsheet with the settings as show in Figure 5, select Next 
and Finish.  This procedure will separate the data into columns for easy manipulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Fig. 5: Export Text Wizard  

 

 If further analysis needs to be done, it is advisable to import all the fields in an excel 
spreadsheet for manipulation.  However, for the purposes of this analysis, the most relevant field is the 
Cited Reference field that is highlighted in Figure 4.  As shown in Figure 6, all of the cited references for 
a record are listed in one string so these need to be separated for manipulation.   Separate these into 
specific fields for manipulation by the following steps:  first, click on the top of the column, in this case, 
the AD column (which contains the cited references). 
 
Fig. 6: Excel Spreadsheet with All Fields Imported 

 

 
Click on Ctrl and H to open the find and replace menu. In the ‘Find What’ box, type “;” and in the 
‘Replace with’ box, press and hold down the alt key and then type 010 on the number pad.  This will put 
each of the references in the cited reference list on a new line as shown in Figure 7.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

Fig. 7: Individual Records from the CR Field, Each Separated in a Line 

 

 Next, click on the CR field, i.e. on AD as shown in Figure. 7. Copy and paste the contents into 
Notepad, and save the file.  Open Excel, click on Data from the top menu, then From Text, select the 
file, and click on import.  On the Text Import Wizard, select Delimited, click on next and on the next 
screen, select Tab and Comma, and then click next, Finish and OK to save the file.   Figure 8 shows the 
cited references in individual columns ready for manipulation. 
 
Fig. 8: Cited References as Individual Items 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8:  Cited References as Individual Items

CR

BELTON PS 1985  J CHEM SOC FARAD T 2 V81  P63  DOI 10.1039/f29858100063

 BREMER M 1989  ANGEW CHEM INT EDIT V28  P1042  DOI 10.1002/anie.198910421

 CHESNUT DB 1989  J COMPUT CHEM V10  P648  DOI 10.1002/jcc.540100507

 CHESNUT DB 1985  CHEM PHYS LETT V118  P316  DOI 10.1016/0009-2614(85)85323-9

 CHESNUT DB 1986  J CHEM PHYS  V84  P852  DOI 10.1063/1.450529

 CHESNUT DB 1986  CHEM PHYS  V110  P415  DOI 10.1016/0301-0104(86)87096-3

 DALGARNO A 1962  ADV PHYS  V11  P281  DOI 10.1080/00018736200101302

 DITCHFIE.R 1974  MOL PHYS  V27  P789  DOI 10.1080/00268977400100711

 DITCHFIELD R 1976  CHEM PHYS LETT V40  P53  DOI 10.1016/0009-2614(76)80119-4

 Ditchfield R. 1977  PROG THEOR ORG CHEM V2  P503

 DITCHFIELD R 1976  J CHEM PHYS  V65  P3123  DOI 10.1063/1.433526

 DITCHFIELD R 1974  TOPICS CARBON 13 NMR V1  P1

 DITCHFIELD R 1976  CHEM PHYS  V13  P187  DOI 10.1016/0301-0104(76)80001-8

 DOODS JL 1977  MOL PHYS  V34  P1779

 DUPUIS M 1976  J CHEM PHYS  V65  P111  DOI 10.1063/1.432807

 EPSTEIN ST 1965  J CHEM PHYS  V42  P2897  DOI 10.1063/1.1703259

 FACELLI JC 1985  J AM CHEM SOC V107  P6749  DOI 10.1021/ja00310a001

 FACELLI JC 1990  J COMPUT CHEM V11  P32  DOI 10.1002/jcc.540110104

 FLEISCHER U 1988  CHEM PHYS  V120  P103  DOI 10.1016/0301-0104(88)87213-6



 

Conclusion 
 
 The issues associated with the use of COUNTER statistics in making decisions regarding retention 
of important journals in key areas at research institutions are presented. It demonstrates the metrics 
that can be used to review the journals of interest for example in a chemistry and biochemistry 
program. The method used Counter statistics, in house use, as well as faculty publications and citations 
gathered from the Web of science database, SciFinder, and PubMed, among others, to identify in which 
journals the faculty regularly published and what sources they cite.  
  
The methodology described may be tedious to accomplish on a regular basis; however together they can 
give a good indication of important journals needed to support the institution’s mission in specific areas.  
A methodology is also presented that can be used to extract cited reference data from the Web of 
Science database that can be used as one element in the decision process.  
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